
Compare Lengths and Heights
Compare the Length

Compare the pictures by choosing the correct word  
from the down-down menu to complete the sentences.

The playground is                         than the football pitch.

The football pitch is                         than the playground.

The carrot is                         than the potato.

The potato is                         than the carrot.

The blue snake is                         than the green one.

The green snake is                         than the blue one.

How could you prove it?
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Compare Lengths and Heights

Compare the Height
Compare the pictures by choosing the correct word  

from the down-down menu to complete the sentences.

The lighthouse is                         than the flag.

The flag is                         than the lighthouse.

The yellow sail is                         than the blue sail.

The blue sail is                         than the yellow sail.

The man is                         than the boy.

The tree is                         than the bean stalk.

The bean stalk is                         than the tree.

The boy is                         than the man.

Can you explain how you know?
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Compare Lengths and Heights

Length and Height
Choose the best word from the drop-down menu to complete the sentences.

The football boot is                         than the shoe.

The shoe is                         than the football boot.

The red bar is                         than the purple bar.

The red bar is                         than the purple bar.

Can you describe the purple bar?

Find two ways to describe the red bar.

My car is yellow. It is                         than the red car.

My car is red. It is                         than the blue car.
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